
15. Elegant Writer Pen

The elegant writer pen has been my “go to” pen 
for over nineteen years, I love this pen because 
it helps me to loosen up and create expressive-
looking paintings.  I think any subject can be 
interpreted with this tool.  My favorites are roots 
and rocks, landscapes, still life, flowers, animals 
and even portraits.

Materials:
Extra fine-tipped elegant writer pen
140# Arches paper
Facial tissue without lotion
Ruler
HB pencil
Archival fine tipped black pen, size .05.
Round brush, any size, I prefer a # 8.
T-square, transparent plastic preferred
Quinacridone Sienna
Nicole Azo Yellow
Salt

Step by step lesson:

1. Draw the subject with an elegant writer pen.  The
pen can be used  to develop darks and lights as well
as grey tones.  Hold the pen upright to make  a very
decisive and dark line.  Turn the pen on its side to
make grey-toned lines.



2.Another choice is whether to add shapes
within your drawing.   If you decide to make
shapes, use a black, archival permanent pen to
make the lines. Be sure to use an archival black
pen with about a .05 tip.  Using a ruler, break up
the shapes so some of your subject is breaking
out of the shape and other subjects are
designed to be inside the shape.  I personally
love this break out idea, it can be one shape or

many shapes working together.

3. Draw your subject and keep a tissue handy to dab
anytime the line becomes too heavy.  Carefully wet
the subject with a round brush.  The most important
response is to be ready to dab away any wet ink that
rushes too much.  As you dab away, you will notice
that it leaves a red afterglow.  You need to dab right
away because if the ink dries, you cannot dab it away
anymore.  When the ink  dries, it becomes stable and
you can paint over the color without reactivating the

ink.

This is an example of a painting with a 
shape within the shape.  Now I can separate 
the negative from the positive shapes.

This painting also shows a shape with a 
shape.  This time I keep the inner shape 
light and chose to paint the outer and 
inner shape.



This shape within a shape is very simple, 
only one shape, allowing the positive and 
negative to be separated.




